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Abstract—This paper has tried to show that the errors that Persian learners of English mostly commit in using 

English prepositions have root in their L1. In other words, using wrong preposition, addition of an 

unnecessary preposition, or deletion of prepositions are often because students tend to transfer their intended 

meanings to English in the same way they are expressed in Persian. Firstly, the word contrastive analysis was 

discussed in detail, history of contrastive analysis and two version of contrastive analysis were presented. 

Secondly a cross – linguistic analysis of English and Persian  prepositions in the field of technology, computer, 

management, education, research, anthropology, psychology, philosophy, translation and semantic were 

discussed. Thirdly, the applied comparative and contrastive was discussed. 11 couples of technical words with 

their definitions have been randomly searched on the internet and selected. Fourthly, some predictions of 

errors in the process of learning were offered. Finally, some pedagogical explanations in order to show 

significant of contrastive analysis in language teaching were discussed. Results show that most Persian 

students who learn English language make these kinds of errors. Therefore, language teachers are highly 

recommended to guide their learners to prevent these errors and also to increase their chance of learning a 

language. 

 

Index Terms—contrastive analysis, cross-linguistic analysis, language prepositions, EFL learners 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Contrastive analysis (CA) is the systematic study of a pair of languages with the purpose of identifying and 
describing their differences and similarities. CA hypothesis attempts to compare learners' L1 and L2 to explain possible 

difficulties that the learners might encounter in L2 learning situation. On the basis of CA, when learners try to learn L2, 

the patterns and rules of L1 may cause main difficulties to their L2 learning. This phenomenon, which is the main 

concept in CA, referred to as negative transfer (L1 interference) which means acquisition hindered where L1 and L2 

differ. On the contrary, positive transfer takes place where features of the L1 and the L2 match and the acquisition of 

the L2 is facilitated. These difficulties can be predicted based on the systematic linguistic comparison of two languages. 

The history of CA dates back to Robert Lado who is considered one of the founders of modern contrastive linguistics, 

which as a sub discipline of applied linguistics, aimed at improving language teaching materials. In his book "Across 

Cultures (1957)" Lado claimed that those elements in the target language which are similar to the learner's native 

language will be simple for him/her, and those elements that are different will be difficult. As Shidak Rahbarian, 

Mohammad Reza Oroji and Farnaz Fatahi say in their article "A Contrastive Study of English and Persian Double 

Object Construction", CA was used extensively in the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) in the 1960s and 
early 1970s, as a method of explaining why some parts of a target language were more difficult to acquire than others. 

CA includes two versions, strong version and weak version. The strong version believes that difficulties in learning a 

language can be predicted based on a systematic comparison of the system of the learner‟s first language (its grammar, 

phonology and lexicon) with the system of a second language. It predicts that second language learners will have 

difficulty with parts which differ from their first language, but they will have no problems with elements which are 

similar in their first language. Lado have been associated with the strong version of the contrastive hypothesis. On the 

other hand, weak version believes that the analyzing and explaining of the errors must be only based on the observed 

interference phenomenon in a classroom situation. In contrast to strong version, the advocates of this version believe 

their claim has a diagnostic power rather than a predictive power. 

A remarkable point to consider is how it is possible to compare and contrast two different languages while every 

language is a self-contained system. According to Krzeszowski (1990), comparison of two languages involves the basic 
assumption that the elements to be compared share something in common, against which differences can be stated. This 

common platform of reference is called "tertiumcomparationis". It shows that totally similar languages as well as totally 

different languages cannot be compared and contrasted. Therefore, the first significant point in the comparison of a pair 

of languages is to realize if they share some points of similarity. 

Sometimes teachers should be a care about these kinds of errors that are made by Persian students who are learning 

English. According to Mahmoodzadeh (2012), teachers should be more aware about the errors of their students. 

According to this issue, Mahmoodzadeh, M. (2012) in his article "A Cross-linguistic Study of Prepositions in Persian 
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and English", intends to investigate the errors made due to the cross-linguistic influence between the L1/SL and L2/TL 

language (i.e. Persian & English). 

In the present cross-linguistic study, meanwhile, the ideas of strong version have been followed. Since English and 

Persian languages share some points of similarity at their syntactic levels, the contrastive analysis have been done at 

syntactic level of the two languages, i.e., prepositions were selected as an element at the syntax of these languages to be 

compared and contrasted carefully. In the following section, the procedures of the current study will be described in 

details. 

II.  THE STUDY 

Any systematic CA program follows certain steps and procedures as CA is a type of research that has to be 

conducted step by step, and systematically. The first step in a contrastive study is a thorough and systematic description 

of the two language systems. In this step, the contrastive linguist should see whether a particular subsystem of L1 is 
present in L2. If it isn't present in L2, the two languages cannot be compared for the lack of this common ground. If the 

subsystem in L1 is present in L2, then the researcher should check the distribution of items in both languages. In this 

respect, English and Persian languages both include prepositions at their syntactic levels. 

In English, a preposition is an important part of speech which links nouns, pronouns, and phrases to other words in a 

sentence. It sits before a noun to show the noun's relationship to another word in the sentence. For example in “the eagle 

soared above the clouds”, the preposition “above” shows the relationship between “clouds” and “soared”. A preposition 

usually indicates the temporal, spatial or logical relationship of its object to the rest of the sentence (Guernier, P. 

Achieving equivalence at the level of grammar: a contrastive. 

Study of the use of prepositions in English and French). For instance, 'the book is on the table‟. Prepositions are 

classified as simple (single word) and compound (more than one word) like, in between, except for, because of, on 

behalf of, etc. The following words are the most common prepositions in English: above, about, across, after, against, 
along, among, around, at, before, behind, below, beneath, beside, between, beyond, by, despite, down, during, except, 

for, from, in, inside, into, like, near, of, off, on, onto, out, outside, over, since, past, till, to, toward, though, throughout, 

under, underneath, until, up, upon, with, within and without. 

On the other hand, a preposition in Persian is an important word which comes to show the functions of other words in 

a sentence. It does not have an independent meaning, and it functions as a demonstrator or of the function of words 

preceding and following it in a given sentence. From one perspective, prepositions in Persian, like English, are 

categorized into simple prepositions consisting of a single word such as “az, be, dar” and complex prepositions that 

include a group of words that act as one unit. For example, ، بعد از ، پس از درمقابل   

Generally speaking, Persian prepositions are divided into two categories: those that come before the words and those 

that come after the words, like the “Ra” (را) marker that whenever follows a noun, the noun is the direct object of the 

sentence. However, English does not have the second type of prepositions, i.e., the prepositions in English generally 
precede their objects. This indicates that the order of using prepositions in the two languages differ in some cases, 

specifically regarding direct object. The most commonly used prepositions in Persian are: ، با ،بً ، بر ، در ، وسد ، بی ، برای از 

.، را ، کً ، رَی ، بیه ، بدَن ، تا  

After examining the presence and distribution of items through the description of the 2 language systems, the linguist 

has to select the two subsystems and the items to be compared and contrasted. In this study, it was decided to select 

prepositions as part of the syntactic levels of English and Persian to be compared .To this end, 11 couples of technical 

words with their definitions have been randomly searched on the internet and selected. The definitions that had been 

chosen from online dictionaries and standard texts on the World Wide Web were written in the standard form of both 

languages and were in the same level. They were put in an order so that every English word's definition could be 

compared with its equivalent word's definition in Persian. Notice that the title of each Persian paragraph is the Persian 

equivalence of the title of the preceding English paragraph; however, every paragraph itself is a dictionary entry or a 

text description of its title, so the paragraphs are not equivalent or translated in the two languages. 
The primary purpose of this limited study was to conduct a cross – linguistic analysis of English and Persian in a 

syntactic category – prepositions – that both share in order to investigate what kinds of problems a native speaker of 

Persian may encounter when learning English as L2. In fact, the probable types of difficulties of a learner in using 

English prepositions would be predicted at the end. In the following section, the paragraphs under investigation can be 

observed with the underlined and bolded prepositions in English and Persian languages. 

A.  Technology 

1. The branch of knowledge that deals with the creation and use of technical means and their interrelation with life, 

society, and the environment, drawing upon such subjects as industrial arts, engineering, applied science, and pure 

science. 

2. The terminology of an art, science etc.; technical nomenclature. 

3. A technological process, invention, method, or the like. 

4. The sum of the ways in which social groups provide themselves with the material objects of their civilization. 

(dictionary.com) 
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Example Sentence 

He writes often about science, technology, and public health. (dictionary.com) 

 

B.  Computer 

1. Also called processor, an electronic device designed to accept data, perform prescribed mathematical and logical 

operations at high speed, and display the results of these operations. Compare analog computer, digital computer. 

2. A person who computes; compotes. (dictionary.com) 

Example Sentences 

 File sharing was originally intended to help people move data across computer networks. 

 Actual data will only continue to match the computer models anyhow. (dictionary.com) 

 

C.  Management 

1. The act or manner of managing; handling, direction, or control. 

2. Skill in managing; executive ability: great management and tact. 

3. The person or persons controlling and directing the affairs of a business, institution, etc.The store is under new 

management. 

4. Executives collectively, considered as a class (distinguished from labor). (dictionary.com) 
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D.  Education 

1. The act or process of educating or being educated. 

2. The knowledge or skill obtained or developed by a learning process. 

3. A program of instruction of a specified kind or level: driver education; a college education. 

4. The field of study that is concerned with the pedagogy of teaching and learning. 

5. An instructive or enlightening experience: Her work in the inner city was a real education. (dictionary.com) 

Education in its broadest, general sense is the means through which the aims and habits of a group of people lives 

on from one generation to the next. Generally, it occurs through any experience that has a formative effect on the way 

one thinks, feels, or acts. In its narrow, technical sense, education is the formal process by which society deliberately 

transmits its accumulated knowledge, skills, customs and values from one generation to another, e.g., instruction in 
schools. (dictionary.com) 

 

E.  Research 

Disquisition - A diligent or systematic search, a thorough investigation or research. Primary - A direct source of 

information or research, a document not emended by Secondary source - Information or research that is derivative, such 

as a comment by historian, an encyclopedia article, or a critical essay. Rh factor - Named for the rhesus monkeys used 

in research to identify blood types. All effort directed toward increased knowledge of natural phenomena and 
environment and toward the solution of problems in all fields of science. This includes basic and applied research. 

(dictionary.com) 

The word "research" is used to describe a number of similar and often overlapping activities involving a search for 

information. For example, each of the following activities involves such a search; but the differences are significant and 

worth examining. (dictionary.com) 
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F.  Anthropology 

1. The science that deals with the origins, physical and cultural development, biological characteristics, and social 

customs and beliefs of humankind. 

2. The study of human beings' similarity to and divergence from other animals. 

3. The science of humans and their works. 

4. Also called philosophical anthropology. The study of the nature and essence of humankind. (dictionary.com) 

5. The scientific study of humans, especially of their origin, their behavior, and their physical, social, and cultural 
development. 

 

G.  Psychology 

1. The science of the mind or of mental states and processes. 

2. The science of human and animal behavior. 

3. The sum or characteristics of the mental states and processes of a person or class of persons, or of the mental states 
and processes involved in a field of activity: the psychology of a soldier; the psychology ofpolitics. 

4. Mental ploys or strategy: He used psychology on his parents to get a larger allowance. (dictionary.com) 

The science dealing with mental phenomena and processes. Psychologists study emotions, perception, intelligence, 

consciousness, and the relationship between these phenomena and processes and the work of the glands and muscles. 

Psychologists are also interested in diseased or disordered mental states, and some psychologists provide therapy for 

individuals. In the United States, however, psychologists, unlike psychiatrists, are not medical doctors. (dictionary.com) 

Note: The two main divisions of psychology are individual or personality psychology and social psychology; social 

psychology deals with the mental processes of groups. (dictionary.com) 

 

H.  Philosophy 

Philosophy is the study of general and fundamental problems, such as those connected with reality, existence, 

knowledge, values, reason, mind, and language. Philosophy is distinguished from other ways of addressing such 
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problems by its critical, generally systematic approach and its reliance on rational argument. The word "philosophy" 

comes from the Greek φιλοσοφία (philosophia), which literally means "love of wisdom". (dictionary.com) 

 

I.  Translation 

Translation is the communication of the meaning of a source-language text by means of an equivalent target-

language text. Whereas interpreting undoubtedly antedates writing, translation began only after the appearance of 

written literature; there exist partial translations of the Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh (ca. 2000 BCE) into Southwest 

Asian languages of the second millennium BCE. (dictionary.com) 

 

J.  Semantics 

Semantics (from Greek: sēmantiká, neuter plural of sēmantikós) is the study of meaning. It focuses on the relation 

between signifiers, such as words, phrases, signs, and symbols, and what they stand for, their denotata. Linguistic 

semantics is the study of meaning that is used to understand human expression through language. Other forms of 

semantics include the semantics of programming languages, formal logics, and semiotics. (dictionary.com) 

 

III.  COMPARISON AND CONTRAST 

As it is observed, a number of prepositions have been found in each English and Persian paragraph. It reveals that 

prepositions are parts of speech that are frequently used in most of the sentences in English and Persian. After 

recognizing all prepositions in paragraphs, the frequency of each preposition was calculated. The total number of 

prepositions used in all English paragraphs was 126 and the total number of them in Persian paragraphs was216. In the 

following, the frequency of each preposition is demonstrated. 

A.  Total Number of English Prepositions 

Of = 59   with = 8   in = 14   at = 2   into = 1   for = 4   upon = 1   across = 1   about = 2    under = 1   from = 8   to = 6   

on = 5   by = 5   toward = 2   between = 2   after = 1   through = 3 
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B.  Total Number of Persian Prepositions 

(E) Or(YE) = 30     14 =را     11 =برای     25 =کً     8 =بر     49 =بً     22 = از    27 = در 

 8 = با     2 = اگر چً     1 = بً َسیلً     3 = ویس     1 = بً جای     1 = پس از     2 = تُسط     1 = بدَن

 1 = بر رَی    1 = بیه     1 = در مُرد     1 = پیرامُن     1 = از ایه رَ     1 = درباري     3 = میان

 1 = تا     1 = ایىکً
The most frequently used preposition in English was „ of ‟ firstly ; then there were “ in , with, from , to , by , on , for , 

through , about , between , at , toward , into , after , under , across , and upon”, respectively. 

It is said that there are almost 150 prepositions in English. Since the collected data for the Present study indicates, the 

most common prepositions used in English sentences are „of, In,with,to,by,on,etc.‟ that are 18.On the other hand, 216 

prepositions were generally founded in Persian paragraphs from Which the most frequently used was  ًب   , then they 

were در، کً ، از ، را، برای ، بر ، با ، ویس ، میان  , 

It is important to notice that (E) or (YE) is not a preposition in Persian, but it is called „Naghshnemaye Ezafe ‟which 

comes to add one word to the next in order to connect them together . Therefore, it was considered important because it 

is the semantic equivalent of some English prepositions mostly „of‟. Most of these prepositions are semantically 

equivalent in the two languages. Possible equivalent prepositions can be seen below: 

Of = (E) or (YE) – از      in = در      with = بً َسیلً ، تُسط  با ،       from =   از      to = ًب 
By =  با ، بً َسیلً ، تُسط       on = بر ، بررَی  رَی ،       for =  برای       through = از طریق 

About = ، درمُرد ، پیرامُن  درباري       between =  بیه ، میان     at = در     toward = ، بً سُی 

 زیر = underبعد از ، پس از  ،بعد ، بً دوبال  = after     در ، در میان ، بً  = into      بً سمت

Across =  در جٍت حرکت     upon =  رَی ، بر ، بر رَی     without = بدَن 

In regard to strict rules of English and Persian for using prepositions correctly in sentences and also regarding the 

above mentioned semantic equivalents, some probable errors of L2learners of English will be predicted in the following 

section. 

IV.  PREDICTION OF LEARNERS' ERRORS 

One of the common errors that a Persian speaker may commit in the process of learning English as a L2 may be that 

the learners may tend to use a preposition where there is no need to use it. As the collected data indicated, the reason is 

that the number of prepositions used in Persian is more than the number of them in English. It seems that few sentences 

without any preposition can be found in Persian. Therefore, learners may tend to add an unnecessary preposition (about) 
to the verb „discuss‟ which does not have any specific preposition in the following sentence : „I discussed about my 

problems in the classroom.‟*In such a situation students usually look for an appropriate semantic equivalent to express 

their idea completely. So, they may choose „about‟, an unnecessary addition, to say درباري ی’  which causes an error. 

In English, it is a rule that two prepositions cannot follow each other in a sentence, however it is possible in Persian 

and there is no such a rule in Persian language. Notice that a preposition like „into‟ in English consists of two 

prepositions of „in‟ and „to‟, but it works as a single preposition and does not reject the rule. In paragraph 6, line 6, the 

following sentence includes two separate prepositions one comes after another: آوچً مردم شىاسی کىُویرا از دیدگاي ٌایکٍه جدا 

.می سازد . This point can cause L2 learners to do the same thing in an English sentence, i.e., to bring a preposition after 

the other preposition and make an error. 

The other remarkable point is that some of English prepositions have more than one Persian equivalent. For instance, 

„of‟ has two semantic equivalents: sometimes Naghshnemaye Ezafe (E) and other times, از’ ‟, but there is no such a 
Naghshnema among English prepositions. This can make learners commit some errors. In this condition, the learners 

have to unlearn Naghshnemaye Ezafe because it is not included in the list of English prepositions. 

According to Burt and Kiparsky (1975), it is a strict rule in English that after prepositions, a complement takes the 

gerund form or a nominal form. If the complement of a preposition is a verb, it should appear in its gerund form. A 

possible difficulty that the L2 learners may encounter here is with „to‟ that sometimes can be troublesome. „To‟ when 

used as an infinitive attached is not considered a preposition, so the following verb has to be appeared in its base form. 

But as a preposition, „to‟ belongs to the first verb; in that it is necessary to complete the verbs meaning and so should be 

followed by a gerund instead of an infinitive. Therefore, „to‟ is not a plain infinitive attached, as some students think. A 

L2 learner, thus, can make the following errors: 

His behavior will lead to go to prison.* (going) 

We look forward to seeyou.* (seeing) 

At semantic level, sometimes students may have problem with finding right English equivalents for Persian 
prepositions. It can be a cause for making some common errors in using prepositions. For instance, more than one 

English equivalent exists for the same meaning in Persian. g., „with‟ and „by‟ both mean یلً ، تُسطبا ، بً َس  which may 

cause the following error: I played football by myfriend.* (with). This is one of the most common errors that Persian 

students usually make. Other examples are „of& from‟ and „in & at‟ that each one can be used wrongly instead of the 

other. 

There are many verbs in English that have their own specific preposition. Because students may be unaware of the 

preposition of a certain verb in English, they may transfer their intended meaning from their mother tongue to English 

by using a wrong preposition. For example: 
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Rely too* (on) = بً تکیً کردن  afraid from* (of) =از ترسیدن   

Composed from* (of) =شدن از تشکیل  married with * (to) =کردن با ازدَاج   

Most of the predicated errors are rooted in transferring concepts from Persian to English which causes interference in 

the process of learning. 

V.  SIGNIFICANCE OF CA IN LANGUAGE TEACHING (PEDAGOGICAL EXPLOITATIONS) 

As CA is considered significant in its applied form, it must be borne in mind that it provides insights and carries 

implications for teaching (Wilkins, 1972, as cited in James, 1980). Applied CA can benefit from consequences of 

theoretical CA. Therefore applied CAs are interpretations of theoretical CAs rather than independent executions, as 

James (1980) notes. Teachers will be able to apply theoretical CA to predict some errors that may be committed by 

learners of English as a L2. They have to notice that it can be difficult and confusing for students to keep their first 

language system in mind and to add a completely new language system to it as well. This is due to the fact that the 
components of learners'L1 (Persian) don‟t simply fit the system of L2 (English). Understanding the systematicity and 

separation of languages is a remarkable responsibility of language teachers since they have to bear in mind that every 

language learner is a single individual who should learn two self-contained language systems. By predicting learners' 

possible errors and understanding language transfer mechanisms, the teachers would be able to handle both language 

systems in the process of learning. 

the most efficient materials are those based on a scientific description of the language to be learned, carefully 

compared with a parallel description of the native language of the learner (James, 1980).With respect to this point, 

careful comparison of L1 and L2 can enable material designers to devise materials and learning activities that can control 

learners' errors in a right way. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

The findings of this limited cross-linguistic study show that the errors that Persian learners of English mostly commit 
in using English prepositions have root in their L1. In other words, using wrong preposition, addition of an unnecessary 

preposition, or deletion of prepositions are often because students tend to transfer their intended meanings to English in 

the same way they are expressed in Persian. This is the primary reason of making errors in using prepositions at 

syntactic level of both languages. However, it does not mean that all committed errors are because of L1interference; 

sometimes L2 learners make errors due to their lack of knowledge. E.g., they use a wrong preposition for a specific verb 

because they simply don‟t know what the right preposition for that verb is. In contrast to CA beliefs, it may not be 

reasonable to recognize L1 interference as the mere source of L2 learners 'errors. In this regard, careful examinations of 

learners L1 and L2 and careful observation of errors in classroom environment are required to realize what other sources 

of errors exist in learning a language as a L2. 
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